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It is with these views In mind that the Canadian Dele .= .
gation has been consulting with a number of other delegations
about-the course of action which the Assembly should,adopt at
this time . We and others have reached certain conclusions which
are embodied in the draft resolution (A/L .235/Add ;1)-;nowbefore us . It has been suggested that I should introduce this
draft resolution_.formally to the Assemblyo I consider it an
honour and a privilege to do so, but I approach the task with
a sense df humility, because I 8m conscious of the fact that
I-am acting-on behalf of a large number of delegations whose
names appear on the draft resolution and who..-répre9ent mos t
of the~opinions held in this AsSemblya Indaed, I earnestly
hope that, :,in :introducing this resolution ; I am reflecting the
views of the great majority of-Members hereo I say this
because-of my.abiding conviction that UNEF is serving all of
us in the Middle East and serving us well o

The draft resolution is a straightforward document .
.The preamble begins by recalling the earlier resolutions on
UNEF . These resolutions, bf course,-.remain operative .and
are in no way abrogated by the draft which we are considering
today and which we should regard as complementary to the
earlier resolutions .

The second-paragraph of the preamble notes with appreci-
ation the-report which the Secretary-General has placed before
us . It also recognizes the Assembly's wisdom in appointing
an Advisory Committee on UNEF composed of representatives
of certain Member Governments .

The third preambular paragraph acknowledges that UNEF
has contributed and is contributing to :the maintenance of :qùiétin the area .

In the operative paragraphs, following an expression
of appreciation to those who have rendered assistance to the
Force, three main decisions are involved . The first is the
approval of the principles and proposals concerning th e
allocation of costs as between the United Nations and the
Governments which have provided contingents :for UNEF . Theseare set forth mainly in paragraphs 86, 88 and 91 of the
Secretary-General's report . The Secretary-Ceneral would be
authorized to enter into the agreements for the reimbursements
of appropriate extra and extraordinary costs to the Members
contributing troops . This provision is consistent with earlier
resolutions concerning the allocation of costs and it is most
important by reason of its implications for participating
Governments, which have made a considerable effort to giv ethe Assembly.'s decisions on UNEF effective application . Such
voluntary participation in this and similar activities of the
United Nations should be-encouraged .


